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The Institute for Agriculture and Trade Policy (IATP) appreciates this opportunity to comment on 
the Commission’s re-proposed position limits rule. IATP thanks the CFTC for its consideration of our 
March 28, 2011 comments on position limits3 and will not reiterate those comments here. The 
following comment concerns a few provisions in the re-proposed rule, and firstly, the CFTC’s response 
to the argument, presented by the International Swaps and Derivatives Association et al. v the CFTC4, 
and reiterated by Commissioner Scott O’Malia in his dissent to releasing this proposed rule for 
comment. 

Congressional mandate for position limits v. the ISDA et al argument on “necessity” 
 
According to the ISDA et al lawsuit and Commissioner O’Malia, an ex-ante statistical proof, 
employing large trader data the Commissioner characterizes as “unreliable and unsuitable” (FR 
75841), is required for the CFTC to impose position limits for each contract covered by the rule. We 
strongly agree with the Commission’s conclusion that “In light of these investigations and conclusions 
[by Congress into excessive speculation in oil, gas and wheat], it is reasonable for the Commission to 
conclude that Congress did not intend for it to duplicate investigations Congress had already 
conducted, and did not intend to leave it up to the Commission whether there should be federal limits” 
(FR  75682). We further agree that the Commodity Exchange Act (CEA) mandates speculative position 
limits, and the congressional history of amendments to the CEA reinforces that mandate so that no ex 
ante demonstration of “necessity” of the limits by the Commission is required by law to promulgate 
them (FR 75865).   IATP is grateful that the majority of Commissioners were not persuaded by the 
ISDA et al argument, which would undermine a crucial statutory foundation of the Commission’s 
work to prevent and diminish excessive speculation.   

If the Commission were to assent to the argument that it must use “unreliable and unsuitable” data, 
such as that resulting from purportedly customized swaps by ISDA et al member organizations, it 
would fail to produce the ex ante statistical demonstration that the ISDA et al and Commissioner 
O’Malia demand as probative of the “necessity” for setting and modifying position limits. Although 



the ISDA’s and Commissioner O’Malia’s argument is tautology, adorned with an invocation for 
“evidence based” policy making, there is nevertheless a grain of truth in the Commissioner’s dissent.  

There has been great improvement in the historical data base for setting position limits since the 
beginning of mandatory Over the Counter swaps data reporting to the Commission. But much 
remains to be done to increase the quantity, quality and comprehensiveness of OTC data, particularly 
from global OTC broker dealers, such as the ISDA et al member organizations. Towards that end, IATP 
urges the Commission to comment extensively on the Financial Stability Board’s consultation paper, 
released on February 4, on the feasibility of global trade data aggregation standards to prevent 
circumvention of position limits and other data-based market rules.5 

Agricultural derivatives contracts and the proposed application of the bona fide hedge exemption to contracts 
bundled into commodity index contracts 

The thousands of comments on the position limit rule, noted by former Chairman Gary Gensler in his 
concurrence (FR 75840) may seem disproportionate to the relatively small gross notional value of 
commodity derivative contracts, compared to derivatives based on other underlying assets. The 
intense interest of commercial hedgers in the position limits rule may seem self-evident, given the 
large and growing body of non-industry funded academic work demonstrating the distortion of 
commodity price formation and disruption of liquidity for commercial hedgers.6 However, we believe 
that there is a larger public interest in fair and transparent price formation for raw materials that 
drives public support for position limits.  

IATP has a particular interest in the price formation of agricultural commodities, since prices affect 
not only the economic viability of U.S. farms and ranches, but the food security of net food import 
dependent developing countries. Prices distorted in the derivatives market are seldom, if ever, 
undistorted during the Freight on Board to retail food price transmission. Agricultural derivative 
contract price formation has long ceased to be a function of market demand and the estimated 
deliverable supply of a specific commodity covered by a derivatives contract.  

The bundling of agricultural contracts into commodity index funds and hedge fund investments in 
agricultural contracts are among the forms of financial speculator intervention that have introduced 
non-fundamental factor volatility into agricultural price formation, particularly during periods of 
liquidity stress.7 Extending position limits from the legacy agricultural contracts to other agricultural 
contracts, to energy contracts and to metals contracts will reduce the unwarranted price levels and 
volatility that results within those individual contracts, when they are bundled together by index 
formulas or when they are traded via index like algorithms.  

We support the Commission’s proposal to include a definition of “commodity index contract” in the 
re-proposed rule and to require that reporting entities distinguish price reference data under index 
contracts vs. non-index contracts. (FR 75697). However, IATP does not, either as a member of the 
Commodity Markets Oversight Coalition (CMOC) or as an individual organization, support the 
Commission’s proposal to extend the bona fide hedge exemption to commodity indexed contracts 
covered by the position limit rule (FR 75797, including footnotes 163 and 164). Even with the inclusion 
of the proposed anti-evasion provision within the “commodity index contract” definition, we do not 
agree that contracts traded for investors, such as pension funds, who invest in commodity index funds 
to diversify portfolio risk, merit the bona fide hedger exemption. Simply put, such investors are not 
hedging price risk in the contracts covered by the rule as commercial risk. Rather such purported 
hedging activity is a subordinated component of hedging the overall financial risk of their portfolio 



strategies. The anti-evasion provision in the proposed definition of “commodity index fund” does not 
change the fact that index investors are hedging financial, not commercial risk. The anti-evasion 
provision puts the burden of proof on the Commission to show that the index formula and trading 
algorithms are designed to evade the position limit rule. This is not a burden that the resource 
oppressed Commission should have to bear.    

 

The criterion of “orderly trading” for determining bona fide hedge exemptions in the era of Automated Trading 
Systems 

The tactical retreat by banks and hedge funds from investing directly in commodity derivatives 
contracts has had some role in the decreased price levels for some agricultural derivatives contracts.8 
This tactical retreat has been followed by an attack by the largest non-predominantly financial swaps 
participants, such as Cargill and ADM, on the position limit rule.9 Since these transnational 
agribusiness firms qualify for the bona fide hedger exemption from position limits, their ability to 
manage price risks in the Core Referenced Futures Contracts will not be “derailed,” as they allege.  

We urge the Commission strongly not to be persuaded by the non-bank members of the ISDA and 
others that the “commercial risk” of bona fide hedgers should be expanded to include all financial risk, 
e.g. entity-wide balance sheet risks only indirectly related at most to the price risks of the 
commodities covered under the position limit rule. The Commission does not define “commercial risk” 
among the new definitions it proposes (75696). In view of past petitions to expand the bona fide hedge 
exemption to cover balance sheet risks, e.g. of pension funds investing in commodity index funds, the 
Commission should consider defining “commercial risk”. 

As the Commission’s explanation for the proposed rule states, “the intention of a hedge exemption is 
to enable a commercial entity to offset its price risk: it was never intended to facilitate taking on 
additional risk” (FR 75703).  A problem in the Commission’s proposed definition of “bona fide hedging 
exemption” is the orderly trading requirement for determining whether negligent trading results in a 
hedge that takes on additional risk, rather than offsetting enumerated price risks. “The Commission 
intends to consider whether a person knew or should have known, based on the information available 
at the time, he or she was engaging in the [negligent trading] conduct at issue” (FR 75705). During the 
era of open outcry and specialists matching buyers with sellers, the determination by the Commission 
of whether negligent trading had taken place, which would disqualify a person for the bona fide hedge 
exemption, sometimes may have been difficult.  

During the era of Automated Trading Systems for commodity derivative contracts10, this 
determination, using the traditional criterion of orderly trading, likely will become routinely difficult, 
posing an administrative burden on a Commission whose resources are under budgetary siege in a war 
of attrition.11 While the Commission’s non-exhaustive characterization of orderly trading has detailed 
and measurable parameters (FR 75705), one problem in applying the orderly trading criteria is 
whether “he or she” will be able to distinguish between information relevant to price formation and 
the “noise” generated by ATS algorithms responding to other algorithms. A definition of “negligent 
trading” that incorporates the “how” of trading technology employed by the person, and not simply a 
point in time determination of trading information interpreted by the person, is urgently required.  

Spot Month Position Limits and the frequency of review of the Limits 



 
IATP joins the CMOC in believing that the initial proposed Spot Month Position Limits for the 28 Core 
Referenced Futures Contracts are set too high to deter excessive speculation.12  The proposed limits of 
25 percent of estimated deliverable supply in the referenced contracts do not, as the CMOC letter 
notes, take into account the “unique production, supply and delivery features” of each covered 
commodity. In the case of agricultural commodities, climate change affected production and logistics 
(e.g. fifty percent loaded barges due to decreased river depth) has made estimated deliverable supply 
a less reliable estimate, notwithstanding the claims of precise forecasts by Big Ag Data firms. IATP 
hopes that the revised spot limits will not only be lower, but take into account the structural features 
of production supply and delivery for each of the Core Referenced Futures Contracts.  

IATP supports the CMOC argument that existing computer technology makes it readily possible for 
traders to incorporate annually revised Spot Month Position Limits into their trading strategies and 
compliance supervision activities. However, IATP is sympathetic to a one-time only revision of initial 
Spot Month Position Limits in 2016 for the sake of ensuring that the cross border application of the 
position limit rule, as well as other provisions in the CFTC’s cross-border guidance, are fully and 
expeditiously implemented in harmony with Over the Counter derivatives regulatory reforms in 
Group of 20 jurisdictions, particularly per the CFTC’s “Path Forward” agreement with the European 
Commission.13  

The European Union’s revised Market in Financial Instruments Directive (MiFID 2), agreed on January 
14, contains articles on position limits and position reporting that are mandated for implementation 
by EU member states by the end of 2015.14 However, just as the Commission’s position limit 
rulemaking has been delayed by the ISDA et al lawsuit, it is possible that a position limit regime in 
European Union jurisdictions likewise could be delayed by industry lawsuits. Delay could also occur as 
a result of litigation arising from EU member state deviations from the mandated European Securities 
and Markets Authority methodology for setting Limits on contracts traded on venues in their 
jurisdictions.15 For the sake of an effective implementation of the Commission’s cross-border guidance 
regarding position limits, a one-time only review of Spot Month Position in 2016 seems to us a prudent 
measure to allow both for the possibility of litigation forced delay and for the European Union member 
state regulators to set position limits based on robust and comprehensive position data and a 
transparent ESMA methodology. Thereafter, the Commission would review the market performance 
of Spot Month Position Limits in the 28 Core Referenced Futures Contracts annually to determine 
whether those limits needed to be revised and to determine whether other contracts needed to be 
added to the Core Referenced Futures Contracts.  

Proposed Conditional Spot Month Position Limits  

The Commission proposes to expand the Conditional Spot Month Limit from the covered natural gas 
contract in the 2011 proposed rule to apply to all 28 Core Referenced Contracts. The Conditional Spot 
Month Limit rule would allow investors in those Contracts to hold positions up to five times as great 
as the Spot Month Position Limits, i.e. 125 percent of estimated deliverable supply for cash settled only 
contracts, provided that they did not hold positions in the physically deliverable supply for the 
Contracts traded under the propose Conditional Spot Month Limit.  

We join the CMOC in opposing the creation of what is in effect a vast position limits exemption for 
investors trading cash settled only contracts covered by the position limits rule. We agree with the 
CMOC that the Conditional Spot Month Limit exemption would result in diminished liquidity for bona 
fide hedgers, as investors migrate en masse to the far more permissive Conditional Spot Month 



Position Limits for cash settled only contracts. The efficacy of the Spot Month Position Limits to 
prevent and diminish excessive speculation in the referenced contracts would be undermined by an 
overwhelming preponderance of investment in cash settled only contracts, including commodity 
index fund investing, that would occur to take advantage of the proposed Conditional Spot Month 
Position Limit.  

Revision of the initial Spot Month Position Limits would not change the ratio defined disparity 
between physically deliverable and cash settled only contracts that this proposed exemption from 
Spot Month Positions Limits for investors in cash settled only contracts would create. The negative 
impact of this proposed exemption for bona fide commercial hedgers would be exacerbated by similar 
exemptions created in foreign jurisdictions. IATP urges the Commission to delete the proposed 
Conditional Spot Month Position Limit and replace it with a Conditional Spot Month Limit for cash 
settled only contracts that would have a one to one ratio with the initially proposed Spot Month 
Position Limits for physically deliverable contracts. The parity in limit ratios would foster adequate 
speculation in the Core Referenced Futures Contracts without restricting the liquidity required by 
bona fide commercial hedgers.  

Conclusion 

IATP greatly appreciates the Commission’s diligence, persistence and courage in re-proposing the 
Position Limit Rule in the face of industry opposition to the rule and the possibility of future litigation 
to prevent promulgation of the rule. Our criticism of the proposed rulemaking notwithstanding, we 
look forward to working with the Commission to ensure that the Position Limit Rule and the rule on 
Aggregation of Positions are applied effectively both in U.S. markets and to persons covered by the 
cross border guidance to prevent, diminish and if possible, eliminate excessive speculation in 
commodity derivatives contracts.    
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